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The dielectric tensor of a non degenerate plasma in a quantizing magnetic field is calculated exactly. Its 
dependence on the frequency and wave vector is investigated. Allowance is made for the contribution of 
the spin current, which may greatly exceed the orbital current when the distance between the Landau levels 
appreciably exceeds the thermal energy. The conditions for transition to the classical limit are considered. 
They reduce to weakness of the magnetic field and to a sufficiently long wavelength. Finally, the properties 
of ordinary cyclotron waves propagating transversely are investigated. It is shown that an exact solution 
leads to significantly new results. 

PACS numbers: 52.25.Mq 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the present time, quantizing magnetic fields are 
produced in solid-state plasmas (semiconductors, 
semimetals). In addition, astrophysical objects have 
been observed, in which the magnetic field is quantizing 
even though the plasma temperature is high; we have in 
mind pulsars in which the magnetic field apparently 
reaches 1013 Oe. This raises the pressing problem of 
investigating the dielectric constant of a plasma in a 
quantizing magnetic field, and this is the subject of the 
present article. 

A number of papers directly devoted to this topic have 
been published in recent years. [1-5) In none of them, 
however, was the problem solved completely. For a 
complete solution we need the following: a) Summation 
over all the Landau quantum numbers, that is, consid
eration of arbitrary values of IfwclT (we is the cyclotron 
frequency and T is the temperature in energy units), 
and not only the extremely large and extremely small 
values. b) The investigation must be carried out at all 
values of the parameter k~R2 (kJ. is the wave-vector 
component perpendicular to the magnetic field and R is 
the magnetic length), and not only at small values of 
this parameter. c) The spin current must be taken into 
account. We show in this article that such an exact so
lution of the problem leads to a noticeable change in the 
results obtained in the cited papers, in which only more 
or less the simplified cases were investigated. The 
purpose of the present study was therefore a complete 
investigation of the dielectric constant of a collisionless 
plasma in a quantizing magnetic field. We shall also 
demonstrate here, with cyclotron waves as the example, 
those new effects to which the exact solution leads. 

2. PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS AND THEIR RELATIONS 

We choose the vector potential of the external mag
netic field in the form (Ao(r) = (- By, 0, 0). We denote by 
a the aggregate of the orbital quantum numbers N a' POI.' 
y", = R2p", where ~ = (eEl- 1 and we put If = c = 1, while 
a= ± 1 denotes the spin quantum number. Then the or
bital part of the wave function l/!OI.(r) and the energy EOI.u 
of the stationary state are equal respectively to 
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Eoo = p.,' + (y, -. a+ 1 ) (oJ,., (oJ = eB 
2m 2 111 

Here HN( y) are Hermite polynomials normalized to uni
ty. 

The connection between the average current density 
j(r,t) and the vector potential A(r,t) of the wave is giv
en by[S) 

ne' S~ 
;'(1', t)= - -A'(I'. t) - dt' dr' G"(I'.I·'. T)A'(r'. n, 

In _'\. 
(1) 

(2) 

Here n, m, e= I e I are respectively the concentration, 
mass, and absolute value of the electron charge, 
T = t - t', e( T) is the step function, j(r, t) is the current
density operator in the Heisenberg representation, the 
Hamiltonian being 

a,a 

and Po the equilibrium denSity matrix. The corre
sponding Schrodinger current operator is 

~;'(r)=~ ;~,a,"'(r)a",+a,,·, 
a..a.l'I.a' 

Substitution in (2) yields 

G" (1',1", T) =-i8 (T) [g" (I'. r'. T) -g"(r. 1", T) 1 =-i8( T) ~ (j."-j,,,.) 
Ct,aJI,o' 

In this expression!au is the equilibrium distribution 
function. 

(3) 

We shall henceforth use the quantities r = j" ± iF and 
r (and correspondingly the functions g-(r, r', T, etc.), 
which can be reduced, by using the recurrence relations 
for the Hermite polynomials, to the form 
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Here ~a.a' is the matrix element of the Pauli-matrix 
vector. 

Introducing the notation 

we can write 

j" ,-, (r) = ~'[2(X,+ 1) ]\(-,: (r) \('",T' (r), 
mR 

j,;,_,(r)= meR (2.Y,) -1J::",-, (r!>l',(r) , 

3. CALCULATION PROCEDURE AND RESULT 

Since the expressions are cumbersome, we shall cal
culate in detail only the quantity g++, confining ourselves 
in its terms (diagonal in the spin indices a and a') only 
to the term g:r corresponding to a = + 1. The integration 
of 

with respect to y .. and Ys using the formula[7] 

00 

J exp(-x'+ax)H",(x+y)H,,(x+z)dx 

= ( ~::::!! )" ( ; + z ) "-"exp ( :' ) L::,-m (-2 (Y + ;) ( z + ~)) 

at m ~ n, where L::'(x) are Laguerre polynomials, leads 
to the expression 

Xl'Xp(; (p,-p,,) (0-;') -p'/2] L, : (p'i2) L,,' (p'l2) , 

p'=R-'[ (x-x')'+ (y-y')'], 

The next step is summation over Ns• We introduce 
the quantity 

++ ~ ++ ("-) 
gj''X'P 1''-'·').= ~ g}'')..J'll,sr;r.,xr,exp -L"'fSW~T • 

By virtue of the identity[7] 
00 L a"L,," (x) = (I-a) -,-" exp[xo (0-1) -, 1. lal<1 (4) 

n=O 

this quantity is equal to 

++' e'[i(x-x')-(y-y') 1', , 
g" ,p ", = -" ' exp[l(p,-p") (z-z ) jF(p), , , , (2:l)-m-R' 

[ p' ( W,T ) ] ( p' ) F(p)=[I-l'xp(-;w,T)]-'pxp -"4 l-ictg T L< 2 ' (5) 

Although in our case we have 

101=lexp (-iwcTl 1=1. 

a subsequent Fourier transformation with respect to 
r-r' leads, as we shall see, to a result that confirms 
the validity of the summation carried out in (5). The 
Fourier transform of expression (5) with respect to the 
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variables x-x' and y-y' can be expressed in terms of 
the derivative aF(kJ.)/akJ. of the Fourier transform of the 
function F(p): 

(jF(k) CI Joo (X'+Y') 
__ ,J._= ___ , exp(ik.x+ik,y)F - __ dxdy 

uk_ CI"__ 2R' 

(6) 

where q~ = q~+ k~, and Jo(x) is a Bessel function. As a 
result we obtain after taking the Fourier transform with 
respect to z-z' 

a++ (k T =_ e'kT'_ ~ , 
OT' ,) :!.:lm'R'k "-' !"t' 

-NU.l"J. 

[ ,(P,,/,-, , k.') ] ,') ( I of (A-,J ) Xl'xp -/ --r-- 1 - --- , 
, m 2m Uh-_ k_ Uh-_ 

The validity of the indicated summation over Ns be
comes clear if it is noted that when a small imaginary 
increment - il) is added to we' expression (6) is contin
uous and finite as I) - D. In the investigation that fol
lows we confine ourselves to nondegenerate plasma, for 
which 

Here T is the temperature in energy units. The sum
mation with respect to N .. yields according to (4) 

We use for the obtained functions of WeT the series 
expansion 

h- 'R' 
ex!' [2(--isinw,T+cth;rosw,T)] 

00 

= ~ exp (-;suJ,ri--s;) I. ('I,k,;,'R' sh-'~). 

where Is(x) is a Bessel function of imaginary argument 
and ~ = wj2T. Noting that 

g"(k. 1)=g"(-k, -1). 

and taking the Fourier transform of the function G++ (3) 
with respect to T, we obtain after integrating with re
spect to Pa 

The functions As and B!, which enter, as we shall see, 
in all the components of the tensor GU , take the form 

,'R' ,'R' 
A,=exp (- '-~ - rth;) [, (-:;'~' h")' 

_ _Sin • 

B" = ,+(~.-) e" ± J+(~,+) e-", 
'~,- IV 

(8) 

The function J +({3), which was investigated in detail by 
Silin and Rukhadze, [8J is equal to 

(9) 

mv'=T. 
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We write now without calculations the remaining com
ponents of the tensor C1k(k, w). We have 

2ne'w, 
G+-(k,w)=G-+'(k,-w)=---e-'tanh ~ 

mvlk,1 

- {) x ~ B - (--I) {A (l-e-")-'}+k '8+ ~~ s as '+1 Z , 

1 } -e-"[l-J+(p.+)]] + 2vlk,1 (A,+A,+I cosh ;)B.+ +k+/;,S-. 

G"(k, w)=- '::'j;A,{e"[l_J+(~.-)] [m(wh~'sw,) +~ ] 

lm(w-sw) 11 k } k' -e-"[I-LeV)] 0 ' ---;--- --'-B,- +--=--(8++8-), 
k,- 2. 4m,' 4 

L' 
G--(k.w)= /;T,G+';-(k.w), G'~(k.w)=G~'(k,w). 

G-'(k. w)=G-'·(k. -w). 

ne' Loo 

8=="'~1"1 I' A'~IB_-. _m v h~ (' 1 ~ 
(10) 

The components of the dielectric tensor EiJ(k, w) are 
connected with the component of CiJ(k, w) by the relation 

" (Q.') 411G ij(k.w) 
e 1(k,w)= 1-~ {j,;---w-'-- (11) 

(np is the plasma frequency). 

4. CLASSICAL LIMITING CASE 

It is obvious that the classical limit is reached under 
the condition we« T. In this the function esl becomes 

, noticeably different from unity only at values s;:: Cl. 
The classical theory becomes applicable if at these val
ues of s the quantity 

A, '" A,(el) (k,,'v'/w/) = exp(- kJ,'v'/w/)r,(kJ.'v'/w/) 

turns out to be negligibly small. At s» 1 the asymptot
ic form of the function A~Cl) is such[9] that it decreases 
exponentially at s > kJ. vw~t, from which we obtain a sec
ond condition for the transition to the classical limit: 
k2(mTtl« 1. 

To calculate B: in the case when both conditions are 
satisfied, we expand esl and rr,/J +([3s) in powers of s ~ 
and Ik.1 (mvr l • We then obtain 

Substituting A~Cl) and B~Cl) in (7), and recognizing that 
. 

1:, I. (x) = eX, 

we obtain 

e++=e=c..e'"+i(ex'+e'X) =2 Q.' k+'~' t A;(cI) '+(p,) , 
(i) We ~=_x w-sW c 

which agrees with the result of Ginzburg and 
Rukhadze. [10] Here 
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5. ORDINARY ELECTRON CYCLOTRON WAVES 
TRANSVERSELY PROPAGATING IN QUANTIZING 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

Such waves were considered by Korneev and Staros
tin[5] in the limiting case when 

kJ.'R'«liwJmc', Iiw,»T 

(we write out here explicitly the constants n and c). 
We, to the contrary, consider arbitrary values of the 
two indicated parameters, retaining '<.= O. We shall 
see that this leads to new qualitative results. 

According to[5] (see also[!!]) the dispersion relation 
for these waves follows from the equality 

In our case it takes the form 

( ck )' Qp' , TQ; 
- = 1---, -r---,-exp(-Xcosh;) 

uj w- n uj-

- 2 sinh s' 
, ~ ---~ [L (Xl + ~ tanh ;XC (X)]: 
~ S(I),.-(I) 

x- kJ..'R' 
" - 2sh; , 

I '(X)= JI,(X) . 
~ ax (12) 

The terms containing Is(X) and I~(X) result respective
tively from allowance for the orbital and spin currents. 
Their ratio Esp/Earb in both limiting cases X «1 and 
X» 1 amounts to (in a quantizing magnetic field) 

( 13) 

We see therefore that at ~ > 1 the ratio esi Forb is also 
larger than unity, is proportional to ~, and in the for
mer case increases with increasing number of the har
monic. It is further seen from (12) that the quantum 
effects become considerable not at the customarily em
ployed inequality ~»1, but under the weaker condition 
el » 1. In this case tanh~ '" 1, and this is precisely the 
approximation used by us to derive (13). 

Of course, the conclusion that Esp> C orb in a quantiz
ing field is relative only if the effective electron mass 
rn* coincides with the mass m of the free electron. If 
117*<117, however, then E.iEarb decreases in a ratio 
(111*/117)2. 

The solution of (12) has a relatively simple form in 
the immediate vicinity of the resonant frequency 
sWe (s = 1,2,3, ••• ). It is convenient to write it in the 
form 

Here Y=41f'11nwc/F. 
This solution is valid under two conditions. First, 

the right-hand side of (14) must be much smaller than 
unity; second, as we see, the right-hand side of (12) 
diverges at W = swc. SHin and Rukhadze[S] have shown 
that this divergence vanishes when account is taken of 
the relativistic corrections, so that the solution (14) is 
valid only if .:ls» v2 / c2• It follows therefore that the 
right-hand side of (14) must satisfy the double inequality 
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~c~ ~ sinhs~ Yexp(:-Xcosh~) [I (X)+~tanh~XI'(X)l ~ I (15) 
s~ 2Xsmh~+ Y s s' 

The dispersion relation (14) becomes much simpler 
in the limiting case X« 1. We note that in spite of the 
assumed smallness of X we obtain a result that differs 
significantly from the conclusions of Korneev and 
Starostin. [5) The reason is that we shall use the as
ymptotic value of the function [.(X), and not the expan
sion of exp(-Xcosh~). Since 

[.(X) ""X'/2's! (X«1). 

it follows that, putting sinh~ "" cosh~ '" (1/2)e l we get 

Y (I + sf) Z'e- Z2 

2' 's! s; Z + r . 

The maximum of this expression occurs at 

( 16) 

Z~Z.~Y.e'~[·I. O'+2-2s) '+20$ IT'-II, (Y+2-2s). (17) 

The condition X.« 1 is easily satisfied. In the limiting 
case Y« 1, the condition Xs« 1 is automatically satis
fied for the harmonic s = 1, and at s> 1 it reduces to the 
requirement el » 2 (s - 1). 

We write now the maximum value of ~s at Y« 1: 

(18) 

As s = 1, the last factor must be replaced by unity. 
In[5), this maximum could not be obtained, since the 
authors confined themselves there to excessively small 
values of X. We therefore compare our results with the 
classical result obtained by Akhiezer et al. [ll) The 

qualitative differences are the following: a) (~s)max de
creases exponentially with increasing number of the 
harmonic. b) The value of Zs increases linearly with 
increasing number of the harmonic. c)~. decreases 
exponentially with increasing Z at Z> Z •• 
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Effect of Penning collisions between optically oriented Rb 
and He atoms on electron density in plasma 
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The effect of mutual spin orientation of Rb atoms and metastable (23SI) He atoms on electron density in 
plasma, due to the dependence of the free-electron yield during Penning collisions between Rb atoms and 
metastable He atoms on their mutual spin orientation, has been observed experimentally and investigated. 

PACS numbers: 52.20.Hv 

The effect of optical orientation of atoms on electron 
density in plasma was described in[lJ, where the dis
covery of the variation in the electrical conductivity of 
helium plasma during optical orientation of metastable 
helium atoms was reported and investigated. Once it 
was established that the total spin was conserved in 
ionizing (Penning) collisions between metastable helium 
atoms, [2) the change in the electron density under the 
influence of optical orientation was attributed to the 
dependence of the free-electron yield during Penning 
collisions between the metastable orthohelium atoms on 
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their mutual spin orientation. [3-5] Conservation of 
total spin should cause the mutual spin orientation to 
affect the free-electron yield not only in the case of 
collisions of metastable helium atoms with one another, 
but also in the case of collisions between metastable 
helium atoms and alkali metal atoms. [6) This phenom
enon is of considerable interest for the investigation of 
the spin dependence of Penning collisions since, in 
contrast to the case of collisions between metastable 
helium atoms with one another, it offers the possibility 
of independent variation of the spin orientation of the 
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